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Editorial for December

You will notice •?that we include in 
this issue an article by Eorrest J. Ackerman in 
which, he in some measure answers the various 
criticisms that were levelled against him in a 
recent issue of NOVAE TERRAS.
, The Questions of whether Esperanto
nas any place in the science fiction field and ’ 
whether there is any justification in the modif
ication of the English language for the conven
ience of tho imaginative fiction reader,seem 
both to bo issues on which there can be little 
in. the way of a compromise.

There will be numerous fans who hold 
differing views on each of the questions, but it 
is dubious as to whether any of the rival 
factions will completely persuade their opponets 
as to the correctness of the views they may 
hold. Both sides of each of the two questions 
have already been comparatively adequately dealt 
with in the pages of this and recent issues of 
NOVAETERRAS, so that in order to aveid needless 
repetition and redundancy some decision should 
be made as to the relevancy of any material 
relating to these two questions that may be 
considered for future publication.

Unless some point hitherto unmentioned 
or not fully dealt with crops up and is of 
vital interest to either of the ^questions, space 
for it in NOVAE TERRAS can be spared, but it would 
be futile to repeat time and again material that 
we have all already made acquaintance withr

In view of the nature of the questions 
under consideration we feel that perhaps this 
editorial is particularly pertinent and trust that 
it will prove of some value.
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I refer of course 
recalls to me 

also

v/HITHER ASlSZgmEJIID?
by ’Forrest

Again Xias appeared an ’Anti-Ackerman1 issue 
of a science fiction fan magazine, 
to the Oct. ,no. UT. Which amusedly 
early altercation in American Fantasy Pan mag —

‘ with a Smith. liany an impassioned paragraf^was 
printed there, condemning my contention originally 
but soon switching to, chiefly, charing 9stir+A'- 
my attributes., Error of an ’m’, in ’chafing’ make point quite paradoxical so be e—cee<.mg

•••careful in‘reading samel 
acidic . I 'was slammed f 
ridiculous one/ 
seeking clown. - - - .
acquaintance, same seems apt inevitably u.o mention 
’my pal’ Lovecraft1 and wink knowingly — as tho I 
should like to nut poison in HP’s potatoes.

To Mr. Smith, DR, I can comment only tnat 
•it’s a matter of opinion on portmanteaux. . But t^at &ohfeim*s important, I t hink.------OBribinations that '

• 'are "clumsy,- -ugly,- unnecessary, .and .hideous to .
-pronounce" to him, .are, it must be realized, exactly 
opposite to others. To myriads of modern Americans 
for instance. To progressive people anywnere. — Tho 
I foresee you retorting to latter that the telescoping 
tendency is retrogression, not progress. solution 
to Ackerman is devolution to IR. Impression: 
Theotocopulos of THIHGS TO 001IS; as ourJr/nito We 
Stanley G. Weinbaum put it — ’’The point of *iew . DR 
Smith condemns; whilst important nnglisher (publicity 
Manager .of London Films’.)
t» my side recently when, of his o\m accoru o < i^to 
to my request concerning stills iron J511® 
history of the next 100 years, he wrote. .1 must 
compliment you on invention of an Wrc’’
i.e., ’magascene’ "Inbrigung”, hr. Smitn ,
contrasted with "repulsive";

vould
Assuredly, accounts were ; 
trcely for an egotist, 

.aft, imbecile, radical, and notoriety- 
Even today; when 1 make a weird fan’s
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As Irve explained to many many correspond- 
ends.......Scientifantasy Field — in my case including 
imaginative fiction, films, dramas, broadcasts; as 
applied., as subjects allow, to collecting, reviewing, 
and supplying other fans as salesman; and endeavors 
Ssperantic — this field is so feverish that to be 
engaged in it energetically keeps me eternally over- 
occupied indeed! And so it is that, ?/aen fingers fly, 
I employ all logical time-saving cuts I can. Meaning 
omission of many unnecessary indefinite articles, use 
of obvious abbreviations, simplified spelling to 
expedient extent, etc. Consequently has developt, 
day by day, my 1marriage-mania1 with words — attitude 
unbecoming a Science Afflictionist; Un-Merrittiti ous 
as you would (not) say, I3r. Smith. ' ' Marvellous 1 ~
The scientificombination, I mean. Scientificorigrats! 
TSd EarlTs Repputation1 would be another example. 
Mew scientificontest of authors1 names in conjunction 
(scientifi- 4) with tune titles could be constructed. 
Sample scientificonstruction: "Wherers My v/andrei-ing 
Boy Tonite?" Cr — "The Million Dollar Baby from the 
Five and Taine Cent Store".... I (how friend Smith 
has exploded of apoplexy!) ..It should be brot to 
lite, incidentally, that exclusive credit belongs to 
John Taine for rf antascience1, which he coined to 
describe his b o' ok " 3 e f o r e the' Dawn".

Mo, I am not alone in this spelling system, 
combination craze. I mean aforementioned Imoronicon- 
struction1 is not confined to our Sclentifantasy Field 
by any means! Matter fact, TIMS, the well-known 
"Weekly Newsmagazine", undoubtedly does more damage 
(from Mr. Smith1s standpoint) per issue than I could 
accomplish in a year! Consider its terrific circ
ulation. Say editors of this international 1 institution1 
"TIMBi;S tempo and attitude are reflected in many 
time-chopping, space-saving devices, especially telescoping 
of two or more words to make one new. Some resulting 
contractions are as follows: newsheet, cinemansion,
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radiorator, sexpert, slimelite, etc," These it 
will be observed, parallel in principle and appearance 
“F ®^s?sne"> autografoto, cinemasterpiece”" etc.
ii.no. TIME influences THJMEND0U3 audiences.

what use to continue here? Obvious 
Jar. Smith and. I are at an impasse. Like those 
who Loce craft and. th se who hate. To some HPrs 
Mountains of Madness” was dullest drivel ever 

contrived, lifeless as the Dead Sea; while others 
still enthusiastically acclaim it chef dxoeu,vre for 
the Ages. The concerned thot-variant tribes have 
one thing 11 common: eachxs convinced the other1s 
crazyj
, V/hatrs to do about it? (Jan anything
bp- done- I doubt it. So, filosofic.lly, I shall 
carry on actively-introducing futuristic forms, to 
my mind inevitable, intelligent, important”; sadly 
supposing Mr. Smith and those who see as he does contc 
continue campaigning against my "accursed and atrocious 
unortaodoxy . I only hope Kr. Smith will dislike 
me a little less, as an individual, for dev .ting myself 

-^ahk anc. open statement to him concerhing
the oipe of Spelling and Sue To Come, a.s I see 
same...................... .. ’

‘ Turning to critic Garnell now: Editor
Hanson requested Esp article, which was why NT naturally 
received same rather than a scientifilmanuscript« 
Also, anything you ma^j have heard about my writing 
scientifilm notes for Wo... Id Girllers1 Intex-national 
Science Lee gue Correspo?.dence Club was imaginary 
inasmuch as no HxganixAtiEai..iijis: publication
has appeared by that organization nor have I 
prepared any picture paragrafs for same.

Be it known, to whom it may concern 
that: contrary to the inference of your information* 
EJ, we TJhiversalinguists consider it scarcely short 
of miracu.'.ous that such an alien idea to the average 
mind, as ESBElhkNTO., could acquire 5,000?000 adherents
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in its first fifty years of exi tence.
It seems, unfortunately, one* receives 

considerable erroneous information. Person who 
told you I never write article unless paid was 
uninformed or misinformed optimist I I only wish w. 
it were true I Picture yourself in my position: 
Approx thirty amateur imaginative mags already in 
existence; new pamfs popping up at frequent intervals. 
And publishers og about every one of these 
periodicals writing me a- friendly but fundless — 
requesting articles on Esperanto or fantascience 
films or allied subjects. What am I expected to 
do dear friend? (Do not take me sarcastically, 
-£\.<y£ sugar-sweetly, but sincerely.) Ten years now, 
I’ve been effervescently enthusiastic about stf ■. 
and,, after college, commenced putting in practice 
idea I’d conceived some time long vefore — briefly 
that of ’’hanging out my shingle” as world’s first - 
professional ’Soientifictfconist’I Meaning to 
make liying as authority oh scientifiction field. 
I’ve enlarged that Since to sciqntifantasy field as. 
outlined. But it’s ’fldppo’V for;this pioneer 
in newest and most noble profession, is, ei/rpected 
to give away -gratis products jif ;time and 1 training’.... 
As Esperanto: Its HelatioA-Scientifiction' was• 
As my English-Esperanto autobiography to Marvel 
Tales Was. ...As my film feature to 2nd issue
Sc isnoe-Eantasy 0orespondent• As 4 . years’ feature-
writing for E^LITaSY rAEAfUEr .

In ■ conclusion, ' just'want to warn any 
other fans reading this- —..English Or otherwise — 
who, for reasons real or imaginary, dislike -that 
they’d better watch out* ’Cause AKKA-man’s ferocious 
fellow — I go out' to' fill my ’enemies’! (By making 
friends of them.......... .)

(For comment on ’Eorrest J’ s article, see the 
Editorial on page 3)
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TROUB.-.B IN PARADISE

AID 011.11 SIORT STURZBS 

by Edward J. Carne11

November.'appears to have been a black month 
in certain science fiction circles, according bo my 
mail. Tae-xirst knock came when I beard that Dan 
McPhail of Oklahoma had lost his job in toe local 
printing-concernj and consequently, his mag, the 
SCL'llNCA PI.CTiuii NBh^-was in dire dan.er of being serious 
curtailed.. The (w.iich had been running for a 
long , while us a.carbon copied magazine) i-ecently saw 
print,, and was in its second is;.,ue last month. Out of 
the .many printed fan mags now in circulation I favoured 
the NEiVS and Olon Wiggins1 SCjEENCE EICTIbN IAN, (Denver, 
Colorado) as the- two most promising to make a name for 
themselves. Too bad ,about Dan and his mag although 
it.may still be possible for him to publish it, as he 
had a wor..-ing: arrangement, with his firm to produce it.

• . I havenxt, as $et, seen a copy of Willis
ConoverIs SCIENCE itiNTASY CORRJSPOlDjNT / (Cambridge, - 
Maryland), another- of the new printed mags §o cannot 
include it yet as a possible candidate for high .honours, 
but, tae line-up of famous authors and fans .who are w 
writing for it should make.it a winner.

Another new fan mag that has just arrived: 
is the NaNTaSY NICTIUN TBi^QRAM (Philadelphia) a neatly 
produced hektograph©A affair, which, I raven1! as yet 
had time to peruse.

Then arrived the news of another New York 
bre.ak among fans, this time between the Independent 
League for Science i’ictioh and the International' 
Scientific Association. Details are card to sift owing 
to various. New Yorkers belonging to both .groups < It. 
tx’onspires that ISA members of the USE have now 
withdravvn exclusively to their own organization, leaving

make.it
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the ILSP somewhat depleted in moral and financial 
support.

Several American fans have complained (?) 
that the ’’Scienti jazz” competition in this magazine 
recently contained quite a- number cf English tunes 
which of course they wouldnrt know. I agree with 
them there, but, as a direct thrust back, I ask "How 
can English, fans hope, to compete with any degree of 
accuracy, in HANTASY’s latest film Competition, 
compiled by Porrest Ackerman?” 3or, in the first 
place, many American film titles are completely changed 
for their showing in England, and. secondly, some of 
then never reach here. So itxs sauce for the 
goose........

Hecently arrived.................a copy of 
the mush discussed PLASH GORDON 'STRINGS ADVE1JTURES 
LLGaHIHE. A new semi-science fiction product of the 
adventures of Nlash Gordon, taken from the cartoons 
in the newspaper the "New York American". It is . 
a neatly produced magazine edited by Harold Hersey
who wrote an article about it in .the August SOIENOB 
RIOTIOU RAH and selling at sixpence monthly. The 
first issue contains a sixty thousand word adventure 
of flash entitled "The Master of Mars” (devoid of 
science) and. three short-short stories, two authors . 
being R. B. Botham and g. R. Winterbotham, dould 
they be twins? first issued in November and marked 
December.

The August and September issues of the 
SOIBHOB RIOTIOii EaH contained arguments between 
Don Wollheim and Julius Schwartz on the subject of 
hack science fiction authors. It is interesting 
to ask just what constitutes a "hack” writer?

America (Hew York}, beats Leeds in holding 
the first science fiction Convention, when members- 
from the ISA in New York visited fans in Philadelphia 
on October 18th. Don Hollheim, William Sykora, 
Herbert Goudket and John Michel were entertained 
by Hilton Rothman, John Baitadonis, David Eyie, 
Robert iladle and others although the main business
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PIiLKi fox* ScisncG JPiction..... 
ty

Benny JdccjieS Kaurice Z. Hanson

It is almost a truism among the more 
seleot circles of British science.fiction enthusiasts 
that science fiction as a •movorannt is are.zing in this 
country1. nt’ the moment this appears to oe the case Cue 
however, almost.solely it would seem, to the vagaries 
ox vui economic system taat has set Britain■temporarily 
.nc. economic rifely in a minor boon. That the fortunes 

Ox scien >a fiction a.re a true reflection of the 
economic pros verity of a country can readily be estab
lished from a.study of tie movement in the U.S..a.. 
.Prior to 1930 science fiction progre sod rapidly but 
a bring 1931—1932 was aeld up and Paul Ver? at many a 
turn until the .very lowest depths of the depression 
/ere passed. how that America is truly on" the way to 
a more ^prosperous condition, and only now, is there 
tall: of the monthly publication of the three diehards. 
One could elaborate further on this postulate but 
pe._naps toe point has been sufficiently emphasized.

Everyone has read and most people have 
sickened of the--’argument that science fiction is shortly 
to rpove the -greatest influence over conceived in 
literature in particular and the world in general« 2
Even if at one time there apa aai’eci. to be a grain of 
truth in this absorbing though complacent notion, the 
years nave exposes the idea as being completely 
fallacious. nevertheless, one might do well to dwell 
on the potentialities of science fictioh, and it would 
be unusual if the enthusiast, with his notorious 
propensity for exploring the future, did not consider 
in soma detail yett another possible world, in practice 
perhaps even more fantastic than the usual copper 
clad world, world gone mad, or world at bay, namely 
the science fiction conscious world. fantasy, and 
indeed science fiction, has proved a most valuable
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medium for the exploitation of any leanings to 
satire that an author may possess and many 
notable examples of both the anomalies of our 
modern civiliaaticn and pointers to a much improved 
planet have surely been read by all. Science 
fiction, if it does little else brat break with 
reckless abandon every known law »f science and 
writxng, does at least produce in its devotees a 
profound contempt of many of our time-honoured 
institutions and organizations, and a commendable 
fanaticism in the interests of a more Utopian 
world.

Incredible as it may sound of a 
commercial film, "Things To Come” carried a real 
message that would indubitably receive some amount 
of recognition except in a community where noted 
film critics dubbed "The Kan Iho Could Vork Miracles" 
a better production than "Things To Come" since 
"nothing could possibly be more boring" than the 
latter. Must one then retire into as undisturbed an 
oblivion as can be procured and wait for the day 
— THIS DAY — to dawn?

Can there be any hope for a rising gen- 
fed solely, apparently, on "The Victor", "The leration 
Terrifier", etc., in the case of the'female 
element on the "Living In Sin — or — Dying In 
Love" type of twopenny mental opiate, or in a 
country where "Double Quick Bloodstained Detective 
Yarns" and "Dirty Bears and his Hell-Devils" £©pear 
to form the staple reading diet? Tn nommor 
with every other sanguine reformer one must clamour 
for secondary education for all — without that at 
the very least one can expect nothing beyond the 
speedy extinction and discouragement af any ill- 
advised idealists who rashly act on their ideas 
without waiting for this apparently infinitely 
distant occurrence. To follow the habit of the 
incurable fan, who, where things are not as he' 
would wish either assumes them to be different,
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a statement containing

generations i ________
most precocious prodigy we hav* 
world. -----
teas progress .« preferably not by the judioious 
application. ef cosmic rays to the more sensitive parts •‘-1 - • - ■
a few
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°?.other hand, politely ignores them, we. 
will assume that secondary education for all does 
032X8*1/ •
-Pp-n ->• o 4.-. i,s the science fiction
ran is born rataer than made, a statement containing 

odicum of truth today, though for those who 
W^?h,to seG a sci®nce fiction conscious 

world it woulc. be as well if it wore not true of 
tomorrow. Perhaps we should (grudgingly) admit 
that as wo have been slowly growing more conscious 
°tJ01^09 flGtl°n, since the Middle Ages, future

L be_even more promising than the
■d ,+ •-*. 5 — 0 oifor to a gaping
But i j is ine work of the fan to accelerate 

.o judicious

ox the cranium, but rather by methods at least 
degrees more practical.

+r> x 4- dp-, a nosi promising idea would seem 
ro be to xlood the .juvenile fiction market with 
works oi the better class of action type of science 
£iL9+10n typified by Hawk Carso, John Hanson, etc.

+ sma11 mstiriet to appreciate science fiction, 
that may lie dormant in the dimmer recesses of the 
cerebellum would then havq a fighting chance of ’ ' 
developing. An early acquaintance with the ideas 
o± science fiction would go far to dispel the ' 
supercilious superficial condemnation that is its 
lot today. Having attained a general tolerance of / 
science fiction, secondary education might go far in 
inducing a desire in the reader for more me a tvs? 
material than he had formerly encountered.

Science Fiction Syndicate with a 
lengthy imposing Constitution1 explaining the aims 
of the organization in great detail could not help 
but be a success. Unlike so many science fiction 
organizations it should be run by reputable executives
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out neither for personal gain or notoriety and who 
distinguish between the better and poorer types 
of scienee fiction. Apart from conducting heated 
arguments with any and every other organization 
the business of the Syndicate, which, incidentally, 
should be immeasurably ahead of any organization 
of today in integrity, influence, and finance, should 
be to flood cinema, radio and literature with 
reliable science fiction, appropriate in each class 
to its intended receiver. Simultaneously an active 
publicity campaign should be carried put so that 
that remarkable entity, the man in the street, can 
gather what is going on. Oare should be taken, 
however, not to.fl.cry the merits of other types of . 
good fiction since a philosophy of "no fiction but 
science fiction11 should be rigorously avoided*

It should not be thought that a 
huge amount could be accomplished at once one . 
can hardly imagine Aldous Huxley waiting with 
bated breath for the next instalment of a Campbell 
serial, or brother Julian feverishly scanning the 
Science Questions and .Answers,for the latest 
information on the nature of chromosomes — but 
what is needed, and what is significantly absent 
today, and is a general tolerance of the attitude 
of the science fiction reader. This, once . j 
achieved, (even if in only a fairly small measure), 
may well be the big step in the evolution of 
scienee fiction and should lead —; through the. 
mellowing influence of education — to a world 
conscious of, influenced by, and acting in accordance 
with the ideas.of science fiction.

Yfhether an organization like the 
suggested syndicate will ever come into existence ist 
is a debatable point, but without it science fiction 
can do little but continue along the singularly 
unspectacular path it has been seen fit for it to 
pursue in the past.
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Tho I2Is of Chapter 22 Get Together

On Nednosday November 25th, seven 
members of the Nuneaton Caaptor of the Seieneo Fiction 
League — Chapter 22 — met at tho Assistant 
Direetorrs house. Tho meeting commenced at eight 
p.m. when the Director, Haurico K. Hanson, opened 
witha review of the Chapter1 s achievements since 
its inception in July 1935. Denny Jacques then 
followed with an account of the Chapter1 Library1s 
position, the number of books just falling short 
of tho hundred mark. A scheme to buj» all tho’ 
our*ent magazines was passed unanimously. Tho 
members were organized into a bloc, to chock up on 
all science fiction-al matters appearing in any 
British newspapers or journals. It is hoped by 
such a procedure to have a complete Chapter filo of 
science fiction events in this country. I'aurico 
T. Crowley was placed on tho science fiction reviow 
board for BOVAS TERRAE. Tho proposal that NOVAE 
TERRAE should be printed was outvoted since it 
appeared to bo thought for tho most part both inside 
and outside tho Chapter that the magazine was 
progressing woll under the present duplicating idea. 
The matter of finance was then dealt with, and the 
Director gavo an account of the Chapter1s financial 
standing and revealed that tho Chapter was in a very 
sound position. It was decided that a penny a wook 
dues would be instituted. The mooting concluded 
with miscellaneous general business in which plans 
for a continuation of the expansion of tho Chapter 
were discussod. Th® next mooting will bo held on 
Wodn.esday December 30th, 1936.
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Reviews — In a Nutshell

(Compile! by D.R.Smith, H.T. Crowley, 
an! the Editors)

AlLkiilNQ STORIES — December 1936

Cover Aelcomo brightness, unoriginal depiction.

Ulus trot ions Morey1 s sketch for "Uncertainty" is 
the test, ancl the rest for the most part are poorly 
drawn anti even more poorly mm reproduced.

Editorial— Astrology Disjointed, though necessary 
condemnation of astrology, numerology, etc., but the 
attack on water-divining is uncalled for.

Uncertainty by John vJ. Campbell, Jr. GOOD 
bl'!, old basic idea that is far out shadows cl by 
refreshing typical Campbell scientific ideas which 
are rampant over human interest an! all else.

The Ti mo Control by Philip Jaccues Bartel RE_kDABLE 
One of the more undistinguished time stories, taking 
place for a change, however, in Russia.

(GOOI
The Space Marions and The Slavers by Bob Olson FAIRLY 
give human interest and huour is forced, though 
XHXKxxii nevertheless is fairly pleasing.

Devolution by Edmond Hamilton FAIRLY GOOD 
Snappy title embodying an interesting idea,., though 
replete with glib explanations.

Death Creeps the ifoon by Wodo GOOD
Definitely the surprise of the issue; in the first 
few lines of it-one begins to take notice. For 
once a story intelligently ancl amusingly written.
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Vjfoon the Earth Stood Still by J. Arlyn Vance READABLE 
tfnc'onvinb ing and' implausible, what redeeming features 
there uro lie in a slightly different approach to 
an old stalwart.

Reviews Film end book reviews arc rather late, and 
excellent for those who consider a review should bo 
nothing but a dondonsation of the -plot.
Discussions < Liorp important things might bo discussed 
to a better ad vantage.

• Q o * o • • s c o o « o a c «

ASTOUADIAC- STORIES — novombcr 1936

Cover Unbalanced, nevertheless colourful and arresting 
XTlustratioris Sufcnxxux ‘Ed bettor than they ought 
To be, Dolors exaggerations spoil his curious style, 
but Platos shows some promise.

The Eternal Jandoror By Hat Schachnor FAIRLY GOOD 
tfold’s ”wiTd‘ 'illustration well reflects the general 
wildness of the story. The science is unconvincing, 
though somewhat different from most.

Dynasty of the Small by John R. Hearn FAIRLY GOOD
Definitely interesting and a now end for the human 
race, though the science would appear to bp utterly 
fantastic.

Aritriri IlOVris the Earth by Ross Rpcklynno FAIRLY G€CD 
Wat’ others can’t do, Anton can. _ Written with, sone 
gusto and an undestruetibia faith in tho indefatigable 
Anton.

The Path by Raymond E? Gallon FAIRLY GOOD 
Pleasantly handled, little cause for comment.

The Last Selenite by A. i'acfadyon, Jr. FaIR 
Nothing but of tho way in many respects.

Continued on page 2.2
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i/e are leased- to include the first of a new series 
by I) .2.Smith, in this-issue, the series representing 
tae most detailed study of rays of every description 
ever made, to our knowledge. .211 types of the most 
common rays used in science fiction are dealt with, 
together with very nearly all. of the unusal ones that 
have been sug efeted, the series as a whole probably 
being the most notable contribution made to this absorb
ing side-line of science fiction. ,

RaYS by . D.R.Smith

Rays are the most important stock-in- 
trade of the science fiction author. Let the editors 
rave about new ideas, thought variants, psychological 
plots, and cry havoc on the hackneyed them, the fact 
remains that nothing grips the readerrs imagination 
more than a good old-fashioned space 'war with fascin
ating rays of rainbow-hued destruction. ’ .

The rays usually belong to the ;type that, 
was once described as ether radiation as distinct from 
rays of material particles such as cathode rays®. Of. 
course, now that ether radiation goes along in chunks 
and streams of electrons behave as waves on occasion, 
such a description savours of antiquity, but most authors 
do not venture into modern physical theories more than 
is necessary. Hr. Campbell manipulates modern t 
theories with such skill as to indicate that they are 
actually better suited to fictional purposes than 
the old ones, but others prefer ascribing wonderful 
properties to unexplored octaves of the ether-wave 
spectrum.

Nevertheless these unexplored octaves 
have been, use u. so much that it becomes a greater 
strain every time a new one is described to believe 
that it is theoretically possible. ft is preferable 
to use a standardized weapon than to make wild statem
ents in the cause of novelty. The heat ray, for
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instance, a very popular weapon is still one /hi ch 
we can read about without mental perturbation for the 
destructive capabilities of heat are common, knowledge. 
v/hile tiie rpoblem of control is still the m.ain ob ject! 
its very popularity makes it slide smoothly into the 
story. \ : :

The terrible rays of the ’Skylark’ series 
used heat as the destructive power. Campbell, whi 1 n 

.•* favouring the induction type because of the logical me 
of control, gives us the best description of a pure 
heat ray yet published, in "Uncertainty", his latest 
story. The induction type is seen best ftp ’M orale" 
by Murray Leinster, although no description is given. 
Biffin in ’’Two Thousand Miles Below” used emerald gree 
heat rays, Williamson pale blue in "The Allan Tntel11g 
ence" and ruby red in ’’The Lake of Light”; Sc luyler 
Killer’s Black Lem Gulliver flashed scarlet needle bea 
and? Hawk Carse orange streaks. The pencil heat ray, 
an obvious development, also occurs in ’’The Venus Germ 
by Starzl and Prague!!- arid "Brigands of the noon” by 
Ray -Uummings while ’’The 3'lying City” (H. Thompson Rich 
spreads its heat blast. Dr. Bird tracked & "Cold 
Light" apparatus.down, and red cold rays flashed in 
"The Exile of Time”by Ray .Cummings. The cold ray 

: is of very doubtful qualifications. j?estus pragnell 
had a new idea in "Men of the Dark Comet" when he 
created a lens by a space-warp apparatus which focusse 
the sun’s heat with-devastating effects. Heat rays 
appear in countless stories, in ’’The Bxul'e of the Skio 
by Richard Vaughan, ’’The bio tai World" by Ed Earl Repp, 
"Proxima Centauri" by Leinster, "Slaves of Mercury’’ 
by Schachner^. "The Hammer pf Thor" by Diffin, "When 
the Moons Het” by 0. 1?. Beck, and many others. Evon 
H. G. Wells’ Haryians used the heat ray which may, or 
may not, bo the first appearance. In any ease the 
heat ray has A most respectable pedigree, and it 
surely deserves its place of honour among the ranks of 
engines of destruction.

The next article in the series will appear in the janu 
issue
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Trouble in garadise (Prolongei)

was the.arranging of a -fully planned Second. 
Convention to he hell in New York on February 21st 
1937.

The January issue of the INTERNATIONAL 
OBSERVER (publication of the ISA.) bids fair to 
be another milestone in the history of science 
fiction, according to advance reports of its make
up. It will have a gold-covered cover.

London science fiction fans ar® still 
rallying to tae cause of the BIS, since it arrived 
in London. Walter H. G-illings, England1 s 
premier authority on anything appertaining to 
scientifictmonal advancement, was recently elected.’ 
on the newly-formed committee, while Arthur Clarke, 
another rold timer1 int the country, has bean 
made Secretary. Les Johnsen, of BIS and science 
fiction fame in Liverpool, visited.London for the 
day on November 15th and was entertained my members 
of the BIS.

I note that another "Aekermanuscript" 
is due in this issue in answer to.several hard 
remarks passed about his previous article. I hope 
to have room to deal with it next month.

Whispering.«....when you say "Happy 
New Year" to your fellow science fiction fans it 
will have a double meaning, for early in 1937 we 
know the result of over a yearxs work on the 
proposed professional magazine.

(See the Editorial on page 3 for reference to the 
current "Ackermanuscript")
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The science fiction readers
THIS SThB OP THE HTLaliTIC

puts 'in Much time looking out for 
British fantasy. It might be fotuitous for him to 
spend, a few minutes here.

Some journals might justifiably head this paragraph 
with a very imposing PIus-SH followed, by (at le st) 
three excla,ation marks since the matter is unique 
but unimportantp ’’Science fiction” under the 
aegis of the British Broadcasting Corporation from 
the Western Chilcren’s Hour to the national programme, 
(in more bitter moments one might feel that this is 
suitable copy for Ripley.) However it should be 
said that it is ’’science fiction” rather than science 
fiction, and only by a most charitable point of view 
can it be regarded as ’’science fiction”, though in 
view of the lack of precedent in the matter perhaps 
a point may be stretched. On November 19th, Claude 
Hulbert and Bobbie Comber in their ’’Bigger Business” 
series gave twenty minutes of entertaining experiences 
encountered on a'stratosphere rocket flight to Mars tt 
complete with mad scientist....................................................... • ♦ * •
The national press is to be complimented on containing : 
one review of Benson Herbert’s ’’Crisis 1998”, (Richards 
7/6). Shorn the "News-Caroniole”: "Science in Raney’s 
dress. Men in a projectile visit a planet mysterious 
as the moon. Done often before in fiction, but done 
here with satiric wit..................................
"Even a Worm” by J.3.Bradford (nrthur Barker 7/5) seems 
to contain a new idea. In'it the whole animal 
world conspires against man — thus grouse refuse to 
rise before beaters, racehorses refuse t} race, and 
and rats and snakes maliciously spread the bubonic 
plague...................... ............................ ................................................ .. ...........
Though perhaps it should not be mentioned here, weird 
readers (l) may be interested to know that the last 
ghost story ever written by the late Dr. Montague Rhode 
James appears in the November issue of the "London
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Mercury” ......................................... ....................................................  i.....
Yet another new idea soems to embodied in “The 
Machine Stops” by 'Wayland Smith (Hale 7/6), which 
gives an account of what would happen'>f all 
mechanical movement in England ceased................................
In the November issue of the "Strand-Magazine"
•’The Han Without a Soul” by Quentin Reynolds-appears; 
This is another of the von Genthner stories a number 
of which have: appeared amongst other places in the 
past in tie ” Story-Teller” ... -They are nearly all...
scientific fiction, the current one dealing with 
the ransmission of energy azxd a enigmatic robot... V.. , 
To add to the spate of’lord Dunsany books that • .
have made there appearance recently "My Talks With 
Dean Spanley" has just c.ome along. It is-light 
fantasy and tells of the reincarnation of a man who 
in a previous life had been a dog. ■ ■ Lord Hunsany
too. has a short story "The Electric King" in this 
year’s "Christmas Pie" ....... (i’or .the initiated, an 
annual publication price §r pence, the proceeds this 
year going to the King George the Pifth Memorial 
j?und.) ........................ ...................................................
"Wild Harbour*" by Ian Macpherson, (Methuen 7/6} 
is another contribution to the branch of fiction 
that indicates what an uncomfortable time we are 
going to have in "the nest war”, be it in 1937, 1939, 
1943 or as in this book in 1944, The eminently 
sesnible thing to do in such a contingency is .to 
retire from world affairs, or such is the idea Of 
the author of the book which tells of the life of 
two people who go back to the caves under these 
condition^...................................................   • • • • • ......................

; ’ (Continued on page 22) '

r
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This Side of the Atlantic (Cont.)

The issue of "Punch" dated December 2nd, 1936, 
contains an amusing feature "Illumination, 2036", 
purporting to be an account of the development 
of illumination sources'during the next hundred years 

artificial moon rays, and dark rays to combat them, 
etc .................;.... .. .......................... .. ....................................
Eric Ambler1s "The Dark Frontier", Hodder and 
Stoughton 7/6, is centred around a mid- European 
intrigue of atomic bombs and million volt electric 
discharges........................ .... ....................... .. .. .......
The B. Bo 0. xs production of "Scrapbook, 1908" 
contained a reading from H« Go Wellsxs book nTho 
War in the Air”, published in that year........... ..
The scenarion of He G. Wells1 third film for Korda 
appears in the current issue,of "Nashxs Mggazine" (as 
mentioned in this column in our last issue J , and is 
a modernisation of the 1Faust1 idea. It is typical 
Wells imaginative-fantasy type, with a greater 
emphasis on the love interest than 'Jells has produced 
in any of his previous films................. ...................

Reviews — In a Nutshell (Gent.)

Macklin1s Little Friend by H. ,T. Guernsey FAIRLY GOOD 
A hectic few minute monster-hunting in the library. 
Quite ploasntly gripping.

The Thought Web of Minipar by Ohan Dorbott FAIR
The idea has been used much before. Spiders, unfor
tunately, generally add a touch of cheapness to a story.

Jr. GOOD 
‘vj. _____oven though all. is

(What do the "no science in science fiction"

Red Death by John W. Campbell, 
Remarkable maintenance of interest 
science.
loagions" say to this series?)
Brass Tacks Assuredly needs reforming*. Note Jo re 
-------------------- looking fbr Smith in 1937" . ) , . .
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THE BRITISH SglEHOE FICTION

0CHF3RENOE

Arrangements for the conference are 
new rapidly nearing completion, and. so far, besides 
those mentioned last month, thd following prominent 
fans and authors, amongst others> have promised 
to attends J-»<±tappian Edwards (British Interplan
etary Society Director of Research), Eric F. 
Russell (active B. I vS.member), H. 0. Dickinson 
(author of MTho Son Scrum), and Fostas Prague11 

(author of ‘'The Green Mane of Zilsona). Two of 
the morning speeches have been settled.. '.The 
speakers will be II. JR. Gillings -and L. J. Johnson.

There iS'little further news for publioat 
ion at present. ’However* full details of the 
.Conference together with a complete summary of 
speeches and discussion, willbo contained in a 
booklet, published. about January 15th. These 
booklets must be ordered AT ONCE, with the 
money (1/-)•

May wo also remind all British fans that 
they are? welcome to attend, the Conference, but 
that those wishing to cto sc must apply for tickets 
as soon as possible. Admission is freo, but by 
ticket only. For further details, or for tickets, 
sond a s-tamped-ad dressed envelope to D. J. F. Mayer, 
c/o Leeds Science Fiction League, 9, Brunswick 
Terrace, Leeds, 2.
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The ^best way of contacting reliable British fang 
who have real enthusiasm for science fiction is to 
advertise in this -jourfeali:: :: ::: * •>*; •;:: £

WANTED — Science-fantasy stills from "Once in a , 
NewMoon”, "The Living.Dead", ’’Blind 
Man1 s Buff%’ "The Man Who Changed His 
Mind"p"The Tunnel" , "High Treason".. 
EXCHANGE for; fantascience fotos from 
American imaginative movies, of: pictures 
of . your ‘ faVb&rite film players:, oj? will 
pay. Forrest J. Ackerman, 23B-J- N. New- 
Hampshire , Hbllywo od, 0ali fornia^ N.S-4„

The SCIENCE FICTION C.IITIC.... - "America? snort v./hile*' *   T 'l. yi~U -JT 
fan magazine”, begins a new series W a 
larger magazine, its old power increased.' 
If you.like the articles of D. H. Smith 
"you’ll like our stuff". To English 
fans, three Issues for one shilling.
Box 27, Lakeport, California,;'U.S.A,

For SOiaNCE FICTION S.C27ICd write V. H./johnson, 
46, rill Lane;, Liverpool-^ IS. ^Current' 
and back issues of ABOUNDING-, ALA2ING


